We present multi-epoch infrared photometry in the K s -band for 74 bright RR Lyrae variable stars tied directly to the 2MASS photometric system. We systematize additional K-band photometry from the literature to the 2MASS system and combine it to obtain photometry for 146 RR Lyrae stars on a consistent, modern system. A set of outlier stars in the literature photometry is identified and discussed. Reddening estimates for each star were gathered from the literature and combined to provide an estimate of the interstellar absorption affecting each star, and we find excellent agreement with another source in the literature. We utilize trigonometric parallaxes from the Second Data Release of ESA's Gaia astrometric satellite to determine the absolute magnitude, M Ks for each of these stars, and analyze them using the astrometry based luminosity prescription to obtain a parallax-based calibration of M K (RR). Our periodluminosity-metallicity relationship is M Ks = (−2.8 ± 0.2)(log P + 0.27) + (0.12 ± 0.02)([Fe/H] + 1.3) − (0.41 ± 0.03) mag. A Gaia global zero-point error of π zp = −0.042 ± 0.013 mas is determined for this sample of RR Lyrae stars.
INTRODUCTION
For many decades, the RR Lyrae variable stars (RRL) have played a fundamental role in establishing the distance scale for old stellar populations, including globular clusters, the Galactic bulge, and the Magellanic clouds (e.g., see the review by Cacciari (2013) ). The resulting calibrations of the visual absolute magnitude, M V (RR) and its near-infrared analog, M K (RR), provide a critical lower rung on the intergalactic distance ladder (Dambis et al. 2013; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2017) . These stars have also proved useful in mapping Galactic stellar overdensities and streams, and interacting galaxies (e.g., Vivas & Zinn (2006) ; Belokurov et al. (2017) ). Furthermore, accurate distance measurements to globular clusters and nearby galaxies are critical to determining the main-sequence turn-off ages to these systems, with a 1% uncertainty in distance leading to ∼2% uncertainty in the derived age of a given system (Chaboyer et al. 1996) . Accurate ages for globular clusters can set a stringent limit on the age of the Universe, providing an important independent check on that age from recent precision cosmology studies (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018) , and they can be used to look for trends in the chronology and metalenrichment histories of the old stellar populations in our Galaxy, thereby constraining models of its formation and early evolution .
Previous calibrations of the RRL absolute magnitude have taken a variety of approaches, including utilizing the Baade-Wesslink and infrared flux methods (e.g., Liu & Janes (1990) , Jones et al. (1992) , Skillen et al. (1993) , and references therein), statistical parallax (e.g, Layden et al. (1996) ; Fernley et al. (1998) ; Dambis et al. (2013) and references therein), and fitting the main sequences of globular clusters to field subdwarfs with high-quality parallaxes (Carretta et al. 2000) . Despite these efforts, a high degree of uncertainty remains. For example, the M K (RR) calibrations listed in Table 2 of Cacciari (2013) range over 0.14 mag at a fiducial metallicity.
Direct trigonometric parallax is the preferred method of obtaining the distance to any stellar source, yet even using precision astrometry from the Hipparcos satellite and the Hubble Space Telescope, the few RRL closest to the Sun have not yet provided a definitive RRL luminosity calibration (e.g., see Table 1 of Gaia Collaboration et al. (2017) and references therein). It was with these ideas in mind that our team proposed to use NASA's Space Interferometry Mission PlanetQuest (SIM-PQ) astrometric satellite (Unwin et al. 2008) , which was designed to deliver parallaxes with precisions at the micro-arcsecond level, in order to determine the distance scale to Population II objects. Our key project was awarded 1330 hours of observing time on SIM-PQ to obtain parallaxes for 21 globular clusters, 60 field RRL, and 60 metal-poor field subdwarf stars (Chaboyer et al. 2005) . A goal of the project was to calibrate the RRL absolute magnitude scales, M V (RR) and M K (RR), with unprecedented precision. At that time, we developed a list of potential target RRL, and began ground-based photometric timeseries observations in the V I C K s passbands to provide phased light curves and mean apparent magnitudes in support of the space-based astrometry. Unfortunately, delays in the SIM-PQ program led to cost overruns, and though a simplified version of the mission called SIMLite (Marr, Shao & Goullioud 2010) briefly replaced it, the project was eventually discontinued at the end of 2010. This paper will focus on our K s observations and the resulting M Ks (RR) calibration, along with comparisons with infrared work by other researchers.
Though many studies have pushed forward with the goal of refining the RRL luminosity calibration in the intervening years, a revolutionary advancement through space-based precision astrometry has been absent until recently. Fortunately, this situation is changing rapidly as results from the European Space Agency's Gaia satellite (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a ) become available. Preliminary parallaxes from the Gaia Data Release 1 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b ) for several hundred field RRL were analyzed by Gaia Collaboration et al. (2017) , who used single-epoch K s -band apparent magnitudes and interstellar reddening values compiled by Dambis et al. (2013) to determine preliminary infrared period-luminosity (PL) and period-luminositymetallicity (PLZ) relations.
The second data release, DR2, (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a ) contained significantly improved astrometry, and was used by Muraveva et al. (2018) , again using photometric data from Dambis et al. (2013) , to further improve the infrared PL and PLZ relations. Still further improvements in the Gaia parallaxes are expected in the third and final data releases, which are currently scheduled for 2020 and 2022, respectively.
As these improvements unfold, we felt it was timely to contribute our multi-epoch apparent K s photometry of field RRL and integrate them with the existing photometry for these stars to provide an optimal photometric database for present and future PL and PLZ analyses. In Section 2 of this paper, we describe the selection of our sample of RRL and compile pre-existing data including interstellar reddening estimates, pulsation periods, and metallicities. In Section 3 we describe our infrared imaging observations, while in Section 4 we present our methods for photometric measurement and calibration. Our method for fitting the phased light curves with templates of characteristic shape is presented in Section 5, and details concerning the photometric uncertainties are assessed in Section 6. In Section 7 we compare our photometry with that of other sources and integrate them into a comprehensive database useful for future studies. We utilize the DR2 parallaxes in Section 8 using advanced statistical methods to determine our version of the PLZ relation. We present our conclusions in Section 9, and in an Appendix we provide notes on the light curves of individual stars.
SAMPLE SELECTION
Because SIM-PQ was designed as a targeted instrument rather than an all-sky survey satellite like Gaia, we developed a target list for our K s -band photometry program based on the 144 RRL in Fernley et al. (1998) and supplemented it with stars from the RRL lists of Layden (1994) and other sources, resulting in a working database of 172 RRL. Careful prioritization based on astrophysical properties like metallicity, period, Oosterhoff group, and kinematics allowed us to focus attention on the most relevant stars. We also prioritized stars with no K-band photometry in the literature, and stars whose literaturephotometry appeared to be of lower quality. We tended to avoid stars that were known to exhibit the Blazhko effect. Due to a variety of factors including sky visibility and weather, we ultimately obtained K s -band photometry for the first 75 stars listed in Table 1. The column labeled "ID (2MASS)" contains each star's unique identifier in the Two-Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) of Skrutskie et al. (2006) , which is the sexigesimal equatorial coordinates for the star coded in the standard catalog format. The next columns contain each star's Galactic longitude and latitude (l, b) in degrees. For most stars, we obtained two estimates of the period, one from Fernley et al. (1998) and a second from a recent inspection of the International Variable Star Index (VSX)
1 . These two values are usually very similar, and are reported in Table 1 as P F 98 and P V SX , respectively.
Stellar Abundances from the Literature
There are two principal sources of metallicities available in the literature for the RRL in Table 1 : the spectroscopic study of Layden (1994) (which was calibrated to the globular cluster metallicity scale of Zinn & West (1984) ) and the compilation of [Fe/H] sources by Fernley et al. (1998) Fernley et al. (1990b) , bw35 = Cacciari, Clemintini & Fernley (1992) , and bw36 Skillen et al. (1993) . Figure 1 shows the relationship between these metallicities for the 93 stars in our working database of 172 objects that have both metallicity measures, where the difference ∆[Fe/H] is calculated in the sense Layden minus Fernley. It is apparent that stars utilizing data from a larger number of sources (N src ) have a smaller scatter in this figure, and the statistics in Table 2 support this claim. Specifically, as N src increases from two to five-ormore sources, the standard deviation σ of the metallicity difference decreases from 0.20 to 0.08 dex. Because the ranking of [Fe/H] values compiled from multiple sources is demonstrably better than those of a single source, we adopt the Fernley et al. (1998) values as the primary source of our metallicities from Table 1 , and when absent, we use the value from Layden (1994) . In total, there were 21 stars for which the Layden (1994) was the only source.
=
The mean metallicity difference, shown in the second column of Table 2 , is slightly negative for each line. Depending on the weighting scheme utilized to combine them, the typical value is about −0.06 dex in the sense that metallicities from Fernley et al. (1998) are systematically more metal-rich than those of Layden (1994) . This difference is small, and in past works (Beers et al. 2000; Dambis et al. 2013 ) the values from these two sources have been utilized without any systematic corrections. We too are inclined to combine the values from the two sources without correction, but note that shifting the Layden values onto the Fernley system, or vice versa, are also reasonable approaches. Clearly, a welldocumented combination of all the currently available literature values of [Fe/H] for all field RRL is warranted.
The standard deviations σ in Table 2 contain information about the typical uncertainties in the [Fe/H] measures of both Layden (1994) and of Fernley et al. (1998) . Table 9 of Layden (1994) reports two estimates of the [Fe/H] uncertainty for each star. For each group of N star stars from a line shown in Table 2 , we calculated the mean of these observational uncertainties and present it as σ L94 . We then subtracted that in quadrature from the value of σ to obtain an estimate of the typical un- Layden (1994) and Fernley et al. (1998) is plotted as a function of each star's metallicity from Layden (1994) . Symbols indicate the number of literature sources utilized in the compilation of Fernley et al. (1998) : crosses indicate Nsrc = 2, circles mark Nsrc = 3, asterisks mark Nsrc = 4, and squares mark Nsrc > 4. Stars having more sources scatter less around the mean.
certainty in the [Fe/H] value from Fernley et al. (1998) for stars in that group, σ F 98 . Statistically, these values may be used to weight the impact of different stars in the overall PLZ relation. Notice that for two groups, the estimated uncertainty σ L94 accounts for all of the dispersion in the metallicity difference, so we set the entries for σ F 98 to zero for these lines in Table 2 , even though it is unlikely the Fernley metallicities have no observational uncertainty.
The data in Table 2 are broadly consistent with the behavior σ [Fe/H] = 0.22 N −0.5 src dex for stars having metallicities in Fernley et al. (1998) . For the stars with metallicities from Layden (1994) alone we suggest σ [Fe/H] = 0.15 dex, based on the σ L94 values in Table 2 and statements made in Layden (1994) . These values should be suitable for statistical weighting and are not intended to represent the formal uncertainty in the abundance of any given star. In Sec. 8 we will test how our choice of [Fe/H] weighting, and how our choice of systematic shifts between metallicity scales, affect the PLZ relations we derive.
Interstellar Reddening from the Literature
Interstellar absorption, A K , is a critical component of converting a star's apparent magnitude into its absolute magnitude. In general, absorption is proportional to interstellar reddening, E(B − V ), and a variety of Fernley et al. (1998) , who primarily used the reddening maps of Burstein & Heiles (1978) , supplemented with estimates from (V − K) colors for low-latitude stars. To reduce the effects of interstellar absorption, we avoided inclusion of stars with low Galactic latitude unless they were of specific astrophysical interest (metallicity, period, etc). Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998) used all-sky dust emission maps from the IRAS and COBE/DIRBE satellites to estimate the interstellar reddening E(B − V ) as a function of Galactic coordinates. We obtained an E(B − V ) value for every star in our sample and applied the recommended correction from the improved calibration of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011 ). Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998 estimated the uncertainty in their reddenings to be 16% of the reddening value, which we adopted.
We also compiled E(B − V ) estimates from Blanco (1992) , who used a metallicity-dependent relation to predict the intrinsic (B − V ) 0 color at minimum light. Also, for every star in Table 1 with V and K magnitudes from Fernley et al. (1998) , we calculated the observed (V − K) color and estimated E(B − V ) following the procedure in Sec. 2.2 of Fernley et al. (1998) . Specifically, we used Eqn. 9b of Fernley (1993) along with the period and [Fe/H] from Table 1 to estimate each star's intrinsic (V − K) 0 color; we fit polynomials to the coefficients c 3 (Z) and c 6 (Z) in Tables 2 and  4a of Fernley (1993) to smooth the behavior of the estimates. Fernley et al. (1998) estimated the reddening uncertainty in this method to be 0.03 mag. These three values of E(B − V ) are presented in Table 1 as E SF 11 , E B92 and E F 98 , respectively. Figure 2 inter-compares these values. For stars with E(B −V ) SF 11 0.2 mag, both color methods follow the 1:1 correlation line with no obvious systematic offsets, so we can combine them without correction. The rms scatter of the Blanco values around the 1:1 line is 0.030 mag, while the rms is 0.034 mag for the (V − K)-based val- Interstellar reddening values based on (B − V ) colors (Blanco 1992) [solid squares] and (V − K) colors (Fernley et al. 1998) [solid triangles] are plotted against those from the dust map recalibration of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) . Stars with |b| < 20
• are marked with a single open square, and stars with |b| < 10 ues. Stars with larger reddening, which tend to be close to the Galactic plane, have color-based reddenings that are smaller than predicted by the dust-maps, suggesting the dust columns may extend beyond the distance of these stars. In general, the use of three separate methods for finding the interstellar reddening and absorption enables us to detect and reject outliers, and establish a more representative mean value. In Sec. 7.4 we describe and apply a weighting scheme to combine these values into a single value for the interstellar absorption for each star; we apply a similar scheme to the stars' photometric values as well.
Photometry from the Literature
The K F 98 column in Table 1 lists the multi-epoch Kband mean magnitudes available in the literature compiled by Fernley et al. (1998) . Our photometry reference numbers 1-3 in this table match those of Fernley et al. (1998) : reference number 1 indicates the star is among the 29 listed in Table 16 of Skillen et al. (1993) for which dozens of observations, distributed uniformly in phase, were acquired as part of previous Baade-Wessilink (BW) studies by three separate teams (a note in the Comments column cites the source of the original photometry, as identified in the notes to Table 1 ). The density of points in the light curves of these stars makes them the most reliable stars in our study. Reference number 2 indicates that the K F 98 value is based on the mean of a handful of photometric observations by Fernley, Skillen & Burki (1993) , while #3 refers to unpublished photometry reported in Fernley et al. (1998) .
The recent compilations in Table 5 of Monson et al. (2017) and Table 1 of Hajdu et al. (2018) support our literature search that found no new multi-epoch Kband data published since Fernley et al. (1998) , with the exception of NSV 660 which was observed extensively by 2MASS in one of its calibration fields (Szabó et al. 2014) . Because the light curve of this star was obtained with the 2MASS K s filter, we add NSV 660 to our collection of observations in Table 1 . Szabó et al. (2014) included a period and estimated [Fe/H] = −1.31 ± 0.03 dex for NSV 660 but noted the possibility of systematic uncertainties, so we adopt an uncertainty of 0.10 dex. This star has since been named LP Cet, but we retain the older name to emphasize its distinct nature from the other stars in our study.
We add to our Table 1 , after the entries for the 75 stars which we observed and the entry for NSV 660, an additional 24 stars with extensive photometry from BW analyses, SW And through UU Vir. The final 47 stars in our table have lower quality K-band photometry from Fernley et al. (1998) . We have not obtained new observations for these stars, but will explore their photometric recalibration and overall utility in Sec. 7. The recent intensity-mean K s values based on singleepoch photometry (Dambis 2009; Dambis et al. 2013) are described and compared with our results and the multi-epoch photometry from Table 1 in Sec. 7.
Stars known to exhibit the Blazhko effect are noted in the comments column of Table 1 . Jurcsik et al. (2018) showed that a star exhibiting a well-defined Blazhko cycle in the I-band shows related brightness variations in the K-band of ∼0.1 mag, less than half the star's Blazhko cycle I-band amplitude (see their Figure 3 ). While this effect is small, observations made at different points in a star's Blazhko cycle could lead to a biased estimate of the star's intensity-mean magnitude, so we have intentionally avoided observing Blazhko stars unless they are of other astrophysical interest.
Characterizing the Sample
Figure 3 plots period versus metallicity for the stars in Table 1 . The identification of stars as fundamental or first-overtone pulsators, RRab or RRc respectively, was taken from the literature and was based on the stars' periods, amplitudes, and light curve shapes. The wellknown trend between period and metallicity is apparent, as is the separation between RRab and RRc. We se- lected our targets (the first 75 stars listed in Table 1 ) to complement the period-metallicity distribution of the 30 existing high-quality light curves produced in the course of past BW analyses.
We used the proper motions from the Gaia DR2, and radial velocity data from Fernley et al. (1998) and Layden et al. (1996) , in the "space motion" solution method described in Layden (1995) to obtain the three-dimensional velocities of the stars in our working database. Figure 4 shows these U V W motions plotted against metallicity. The stars with higher metallicities have the smaller velocity dispersions and Sun-like Galactic rotation commonly found for the Galactic thick disk, whereas the more metal poor stars have the broad velocity dispersions and net rotation that lags the Sun by ∼200 km s −1 typical of stars in the Galactic halo (Layden 1995) . The transition between these kinematic populations appears to be at [Fe/H] ≈ −0.9 dex on our metallicity scale. Some of the stars with [Fe/H] < −0.9 that have low velocity dispersions and V ≈ 0 km s −1 may be members of the metal-weak thick disk (Layden 1995; Dambis 2009 ). We used an earlier version of this plot when selecting stars for our observation program to ensure a good distribution of stars around the disk-halo boundary, so that our data would be sensitive to any luminosity discontinuity between these two kinematic populations.
In total, Table 1 contains 147 stars that make up our initial data set, originally designed as a target list for SIM-PQ but now useful in the era of Gaia. 
OBSERVATIONS
Since our target stars shown in Table 1 are spread across the entire sky, we obtained images of these RRL using two different sets of equipment. In the Southern hemisphere, we used the 1.3-m telescope of the Small and Medium Aperture Research Telescope System (SMARTS) consortium located on Cerro Tololo in Chile in queue-scheduled mode during 229 nights between 2004 January 27 and 2005 January 30. We used the ANDICAM instrument 2 to obtain images simultaneously through the K s and Cousins I C filters using different optical paths and detectors within the instrument. In this work, we used the I C images only for differential photometry that enables us to determine the phases of our K s images; a full analysis of the optical images will be reported in a forthcoming paper (Layden et al. 2020 ). The infrared array was a Rockwell HgCdTe device with 18-micron pixels, operated with 2 × 2 pixel binning to give images with a 2.4×2.4 arcmin field of view and 0.27 arcsec pixel −1 scale. The north-east quadrant of the array was not functional so our images have an L-shaped field of view. Exposure times of individual images were typically 6-20 s at each of five dither positions. As part 2 Details are available at http:www.ctio.noao.edu/noao/node/153. of the queue-observing process, calibration frames were obtained at regular intervals and these were applied to the raw images using standard procedures. For a given star, the individual dithered images from a particular visit were combined to produce a single K-band image for that epoch. The median seeing in this data set was 0.8 arcsec fwhm; the best and worst seeing values were 0.6 and 1.8 arcsec, respectively.
In the Northern hemisphere, we obtained images using the McGraw-Hill 1.3-m telescope at the MichiganDartmouth-MIT (MDM) Observatory on Kitt Peak in Arizona using the TIFKAM infrared imager during observing runs on 2006 June 9-25 and on 2007 June 23 through July 5. We operated the telescope at f /7.6 so the 1024 × 1024 HgCdTe array yielded images with a 6.6 × 6.6 arcmin field of view and 0.38 arcsec pixels. Images of most target stars involved a sequence of ten 10-or 20-s exposures through the K s -band filter, coadded on the array. Typically, each visit to a star involved four such images, slightly dithered between exposures to shift the stars onto different sets of pixels. These images were dark-subtracted and flat-fielded using dome flats, and the four images of each target star where shifted and combined using bad-pixel rejection into a single image per visit. Typical seeing on the MDM images was 1.6 arcsec fwhm (σ = 0.2 arcsec).
For both the Northern and Southern observing campaigns, we planned the observing of each star using its known period to obtain phase coverage that was as uniform as possible. We aimed to get twenty observations per star for the southern, SMARTS targets, and owing to the more constrained observing time in the north, ten observations per star observed from MDM Observatory. In practice, weather and timing constraints sometimes affected our ability to attain these goals: the median number of observations per star that we secured were 17 using SMARTS and ten using the MDM facilities.
PHOTOMETRY AND CALIBRATION
The standard approach to variable star photometry is to obtain contemporaneous photometry in two or more filters so that instantaneous colors can be obtained that enable determination of the magnitude in each bandpass. Because we required only K-band photometry, and to maximize efficiency during our limited observing runs, we employed a different approach using only the K S filter to perform differential photometry with respect to on-frame comparison stars of known magnitude and color. We describe the details of the method below and discuss its effect on our photometry in Sec. 6.
Because our target RR Lyrae stars were selected to be of low-reddening, hence far from the Galactic plane, crowding was rarely an issue, and we performed aperture photometry using the implementation of DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987) in IRAF to measure instrumental photometry of the variable and comparison stars on each image. On most images, we chose a stellar aperture with a diameter 3.5 times the typical seeing.
We selected comparison stars in the field of view of each variable star and retrieved their photometry from the 2MASS Point Source Catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ). We selected stars of similar brightness and color to the variable, finding between one and twelve (typically four) suitable comparison stars in the various fields of view (the smaller, L-shaped field of view of the SMARTS images tended to permit fewer comparison stars, typically two). We assumed that our instrumental magnitudes, k, would be related to the standard 2MASS magnitudes, K s by a function with the form
where (J − K s ) is the standard color from the 2MASS list. We performed least-squares regressions on data for comparison stars from a number of the richer fields to determine the values of the coefficients c 0 and c 1 . While the zero-point c 0 varied from image to image as the airmass and transparency varied, the color-term c 1 tended to remain stable, so we averaged the results to obtain c 1 = +0.024 ± 0.015 from 21 fields for the MDM data. This approach was complicated for the SMARTS data by the smaller number of on-frame comparison stars; we obtained c 1 = −0.002 ± 0.051 from 14 fields, a value consistent with the experience of the SMARTS technical team, who found found no discernible color-term using this equipment (Pogge 2018) . Systematic effects resulting from these color-terms are addressed in Sec. 6. On each image, we used the instrumental magnitude of the variable star, k v and one of the comparison stars, k c , along with the 2MASS magnitude and color of the comparison star (K c and (J − K) c , respectively) to estimate the standard magnitude of the variable star, K v , differentially using the equation
The 2MASS data includes values for K v and (J − K) v , taken at a single epoch for each variable star. We used the latter to calibrate our differential photometry for each variable star using Eqn. 2. In reality, the surface temperature and hence the color of the variable changes as the star pulsates; the J − K color range is ∼0.25 mag for a typical ab-type RRL, and ∼0.1 mag for a typical ctype . We discuss in Sec. 6 how this simplification affects our photometric calibration, and we describe how the 2MASS values for the RRL and a check star are used to test our calibrated light curve for each variable star.
On each image, we used Eqn. 2 to calculate K v for the variable from each available comparison star, leading to N comp separate estimates of the RR Lyrae's brightness. We took the mean of these N comp values, giving double-weight to stars that were bright or particularly close in color to the variable. The standard error of the mean of these N comp values, σ m , provides an uncertainty estimate for the mean value, K s , for this observation. These data are presented in Table 3 for each image, where the columns include the star name, heliocentric Julian Date of the observation, the pulsation phase (see Sec. 5), the airmass of the star at the time of observation, and the observatory from which the image was acquired. The last column provides an integer code describing the quality of the variable star's image profile estimated by visual inspection of each image: Q = 2 indicates a normal, high quality profile, while Q = 1 flags a lower quality profile in which trailing due to telescope drift, interference from a flat-fielding artifact, or proximity to the edge of the fully-calibrated region of the image makes the K s value somewhat less certain than its σ m value may suggest. Of the 1060 photometric measurements reported in Table 3 , only 62 have low quality.
TEMPLATE FITTING
Our primary goal is to obtain the intensity-mean K s magnitude of each star in Table 1 . To accomplish this goal, we folded the observed data from Table 3 for a given star with the star's known period, and fit the resulting phased light curve with a sequence of light curve templates. Following Layden (1998) , the fitting adjusted each template by shifting it vertically to obtain a magnitude zero-point, shifting it horizontally to match the phase of the observations, and stretching it vertically to obtain the amplitude, using the downhill simplex method (Press et al. 1986 ) to minimize the errorweighted χ 2 between the observations and the template. We did a three-parameter fit for each template in the sequence, inspected visually the four best fits, and in the vast majority of cases we adopted the fitted template with the smallest χ 2 . In addition, we fit our observations with both of the periods shown in Table 1 and inspected the resulting phased light curves in both K s and V or I. In cases where the VSX period produced light curves with less scatter, or when they were indistinguishable, we adopted the VSX period: it is reported in Table 4 along with the reference code 1. In cases where the period from Fernley et al. (1998) was preferable, we adopted it and report it in Table 4 with reference code 2. For four stars, b An integer code describing the quality of the variable star's image profile and hence photometric reliability: 1 = low, 2 = high. neither period adequately phased the observations, so we obtained an improved period using our optical data (reference code 3; see details in the Appendix). We also include in Table 4 an epoch associated with each star's maximum in optical brightness.
Note-(This

Templates in K
Because the light curve shape is a strong function of wavelength, we require templates suited to the infrared. Jones et al. (1996) developed template RRL light curves from observed K-band observations of 17 ab-type and four c-type stars (see their Table 3 ) by fitting Fourier series to the observed light curves after grouping them by B-band amplitude, and hence light curve shape (see their Figure 1 ). We used their Fourier coefficients (see their Table 4 ) to construct templates, named "ab1" thorough "ab4" and "c," sampled at intervals of 0.02 phase units yielding 51 phase points. We derived an additional template, named "ab5," by fitting a smooth curve to the data in their Figure 1f in order to capture the light curve shape with the sharpest peak.
We shifted these templates in phase so that the reference phase, defined by the sharp minima in the RRab light curves, fell at the phases shown in Figure 1 of Jones et al. (1996) that were based on the stars' optical ephemerides (also see their Figure 2 ) rather than at φ = 0 as defined by the Fourier coefficients shown in Table 4 of Jones et al. (1996) . This has the advantage that when the template is fitted to observed K s data, φ = 0 should correspond to the maximum brightness in the V -band. Jones et al. (1996) discussed a use of their templates in which the ephemeris of an RRL is known but only 1-2 K-band observations have been obtained. They developed phase-amplitude (their Fig. 2 and Eqn. 6) and amplitude-amplitude (their Fig. 3 and Eqns. 7-9) relations that would enable a star's B-amplitude value to predict the star's phase and K-amplitude, so the appropriate template could be matched to the K-band observation to obtain the star's mean K-band magnitude. We chose to gather more than 1-2 observations per star for several reasons. Our chief concern was the degree of scatter and bifurcation of their B-versus Kamplitude relation, which could result in the use of the wrong amplitude for a given star. Second, each template in Jones et al. (1996) is derived from the observed light curves of 3-7 individual stars (see their Table 3 ); these stars may not represent the complete range of RRL light curve shapes as seen across a wider range of metallicities and stellar populations (for example, see the cases of RV Cap and RX Col below). Finally, by obtaining more data points and fitting a template, we reduced the effect of random photometric errors in each observation. However, as described below, we did perform such oneparameter fits for several stars whose observations were insufficient for our preferred three-parameter fitting approach.
Fitting SMARTS data
Most of the southern stars observed with SMARTS were visited enough times so that one or more points were obtained during a star's steep brightness rise from minimum to maximum light. This provided a good constraint on the horizontal, phase-shift component of the three-parameter fit for that star. We tested whether the result was correctly phased by plotting the contemporaneous I-band photometry for each star using the same period and epoch as the K-band data, and in almost every case, the maximum in the I-band light curve occurred at a phase of 0.0 as expected for a correctly-phased K-band light curve. Figure 5 shows an example of one fit. Of the 42 stars observed with SMARTS, only two (RX Cet and W Tuc) failed to produce reliable three-parameter fits; their cases are described below and in the Appendix.
We computed the intensity-mean K s magnitude for each star from the individual data points and from the best-fit template. For stars with light curves that were well-sampled in phase, they differed by only a few millimag, so we averaged the values; in under-sampled cases we used the result from the template fit alone. In most cases, we determined the light curve extrema, K max and K min , from the best-fit template, since the scatter of individual data points can lead to spuriously large amplitudes. The weighted standard deviation of a star's points around the best-fit template, σ f it , is a useful measure of the quality of the fit. This scatter is due to factors such as the photometric uncertainty in each observed data point (which is related to signal strength, sky noise, and errors in image processing), the horizontal scatter in points due to an error or change in a star's period (in most cases this was negligibly small because of the high precision of our periods and short interval of observation epochs), and any cycle-to-cycle modulation of the RRL light curve due to intrinsic sources like the Blazhko effect. For the forty stars with three-parameter fits, the median value of σ f it was 0.027 mag.
Fitting MDM data
Of the 34 northern stars observed with MDM, 28 had enough data points with adequate phase distribution to constrain reliable three-parameter light curve fits. In general, these stars had a larger number of on-field comparison stars than the SMARTS data, and the uncertainties in their individual K s magnitudes were smaller, resulting in a median σ f it of 0.013 mag. These stars did not have contemporaneous optical data with which to confirm their phases, but for each star we have uncalibrated V or I time-series photometry from the 0.5-m telescope at Bowling Green State University (BGSU) in Ohio, which will be presented in a forthcoming paper (Layden et al. 2020 ). These optical data were often acquired several years before or after the MDM data, so small errors or changes in a star's period could result in a phase offset between the optical and K s data. We therefore fit the light curve with both the Fernley et al. (1998) and VSX periods and adopted the period giving the tightest light curves and the maximum at optical light closest to φ = 0. While the choice of periods made little difference in the distribution of K s points in phase (the MDM data were taken over a period of time -days or up to one year -that is short compared with the time between when the MDM and BGSU data were taken), in some cases it resulted in a small phase shift and consequent selection of a different best-fit template. The difference in the resulting mean K s magnitude was always insignificant (mean = −0.001 ± 0.003 mag). As a check on the size of phase offsets that might occur during the time elapsed between the acquisition of the optical and infrared images, we computed the number of cycles elapsed using the adopted period, and one computed using a reasonable offset in that period (based on the published precision of the adopted period). Only two stars had unacceptably-large cycle-count discrepancies (XZ Dra and RV UMa; see the Appendix for details), while the rest had discrepancies smaller than ∼0.02 cycles. For all of the 28 stars with three-parameter fits, visual inspection of the light curves led us to a high confidence in the quality of the fits. The mean and extreme K s values for these 28 stars were calculated as described in the previous subsection for the SMARTS stars.
Other Fits
For six of the MDM stars and two of the SMARTS stars, the K-band observations were insufficient in number or phase distribution to adequately constrain the fits. For each of these stars, we made a preliminary phased light curve using an arbitrary epoch and the known period for both the K-band and optical data, and determined a phase shift that would bring the peak of the optical light curve to φ = 0, thereby phasing correctly the K s data. For cases where the Fernley et al. (1998) and VSX periods produced significantly different light curves, we again adopted the period yielding the tightest light curve and the optical-light maximum closest to φ = 0. For one star, YZ Cap, constraining the phase this way was sufficient to obtain an acceptable two-parameter fit which solved for the star's amplitude and zero-point (see the Appendix for details).
For the seven remaining stars, there were too few points in the critical phases around the deep, brief minima to adequately constrain the amplitude of the fit. Here, we reverted to the original template fitting scheme outlined in Jones et al. (1996) . We obtained a star's optical amplitude from the literature, often B-band data from Bookmeyer et al. (1977) , and used Eqn. 7 of Jones et al. (1996) to predict the star's K-band amplitude. We also used the star's B-band amplitude to select a template from the groupings in Figure 1 of Jones et al. (1996) , which demonstrates the correlation between amplitude and light curve shape. We then performed a one-parameter fit using this template, amplitude, and phase-shift in order to find the zero-point that gave the best fit between the observations and scaled template. Figure 6 shows the fit for AA Aqr, in which I-band photometry from BGSU was used to constrain the phase of the MDM K s photometry. For the stars utilizing oneand two-parameter fits, mean and extreme K s magnitudes were obtained from the best-fit template alone, and details of the fitting procedures are provided in the Appendix. Figure 7 shows our observed K s data for forty RRL observed with SMARTS and their template fits, while Figure 8 shows the data and fits for 34 stars observed at MDM.
Resulting Photometry
3 Table 4 lists the intensity-mean magnitude, K s , for each star, along with its extrema K max and K min , the number of observations N obs , σ f it and the name of the best-fitting template, and the number of comparison stars N comp used to calibrate the differential photometry via Eqn. 2.
One star, BX Dra, was listed by Fernley et al. (1998) as an RRab star and was thus included in Table 1 , but optical observations have shown it to be a contact eclipsing binary system (see Park et al. (2013) and references therein). Our K s -band light curve shown in Figure 8 is consistent with this conclusion and we do not consider BX Dra further in the following analysis.
PHOTOMETRIC UNCERTAINTIES
It is important to obtain a reliable estimate of the uncertainty in the measured intensity-mean K s magnitude for each star in our sample. There are several sources of uncertainty. First is the uncertainty in the vertical, zero-point level of our fitted template. We noted earlier that σ f it describes the point-to-point scatter of the observed points around the best fit, and we adopt a value based on the standard deviation of the mean as the uncertainty in the zero-point of the fitted template, σ t = σ f it N −0.5 obs . b Reference for the adopted period: 1-VSX, 2- Fernley et al. (1998) , 3-Determined in this work.
c Name of the best-fitting template: "ab1"-"ab5" and "c" are from , "EW" indicates a W UMa-type contact binary star.
Note-(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.) Figure 7 . The phased Ks light curves of forty RRL observed with SMARTS. All the templates were fitted using a threeparameter fit unless noted by "(1)" which indicates a oneparameter fit. Each panel has a vertical range of 0.5 mag.
The second source of uncertainty is that of the 2MASS magnitude of each comparison star, σ i 4 . Typically, σ i ≈ 0.02 mag, increasing for fainter stars. These errors are 4 These errors are listed in the 2MASS Point Source Catalog as "k msigcom," see https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/workspace/TMP_Qm3I7V_16109/Gator/irsa/17533/dd_17533.html . Skrutskie et al. (2006) state that errors between different scans across the sky are always less than 0.02 mag, and the online documentation (see https://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/doc/sec2_2a.html) suggests the zero-point error is 0.007 mag. This small systematic error is included in k msigcom. We also note that, with one or two exceptions, all the comparison stars used in this study had the highest photometric quality flags from this catalog. data. All the templates were fitted using a three-parameter fit unless noted by "(1)" or "(2)" indicating a one-or twoparameter fit. Each panel has a vertical range of 0.5 mag. The star YZ Cap was also observed with SMARTS; this light curve is indicated by the "(S)." The star BX Dra was confirmed to be an EW-type contact binary system. mainly random, due to errors in point-spread-function fitting, read noise, flat-field noise, etc. (Skrutskie et al. 2006) , so for an RRL with multiple comparison stars, we combined the errors via σ z = (Σ σ −2 i ) −0.5 to obtain a single estimate of the uncertainty in the external calibration. The value of σ z for each star is listed in Table 4 .
The third uncertainty source is the uncertainty in our color term, c 1 , used to account for the color difference between variable and comparison stars in Eqn. 2. Across our sample, the median 2MASS color of the RRL was (J − K s ) = 0.30 mag with a standard deviation of 0.07 mag, while the median comparison star color was 0.53 mag with a broader standard deviation of 0.20 mag. For each variable-comparison star pair, we computed the color difference ∆(J − K s ) between the two stars' 2MASS colors, and calculated the resulting systematic uncertainty in the star's mean K s magnitude as σ c = σ c1 × ∆(J − K s ), where σ c1 = 0.051 mag for the SMARTS data and 0.015 mag for the MDM data. For each variable with multiple comparison stars, we computed the weighted mean of the individual σ c values, reported for each RRL in Table 4 . The median values of σ c were 0.015 and 0.004 for the SMARTS and MDM fields, respectively.
An additional source of error in our K-band light curves originates with our non-standard procedure for calibrating the differential photometry, i.e., using only one filter rather than two filters, which would enable the calculation of a variable star's instantaneous color. In Eqn. 2, we used for (J − K s ) v the 2MASS single-epoch color of the RRL rather than its instantaneous color. We therefore made an error in all the magnitudes for a given star. This error can be estimated as σ n = c 1 ×σ jk , where σ jk is the standard deviation of the (J − K s ) values a star experiences over the course of its pulsation cycle. We determined σ jk for each of the four ab-type RRL (obtaining an average value of 0.073 mag) and for the one c-type RRL (0.045 mag) in Skillen et al. (1993) . Thus, we expect that each ab-type RRL observed with MDM (c 1 = +0.024) should have an additional component to its uncertainty of σ n = 0.002 mag, and each c-type RRL an added uncertainty of 0.001 mag. The small color term for SMARTS observations (c 1 = −0.002 mag) makes this component of the uncertainty negligibly small.
We calculated each of these four sources of uncertainty (σ t , σ z , σ c , and σ n ) for each star and added them in quadrature to obtain an overall systematic uncertainty in the intensity-mean K s magnitude for that star, σ K , whose values are listed in Table 4 . The relative sizes of these uncertainties gives a sense of the relative strengths and weaknesses of each component of the procedure for each star, and across all the stars in our sample. For stars observed with SMARTS, the median value of σ K was 0.029 mag, while it was 0.013 mag for the MDM stars. Based on the scatter of observed points around the best fit templates, we estimate the uncertainty in the extrema values K max and K min in Table 4 to be about 0.02 mag for a typical star, though stars with larger values of σ f it are expected to have larger uncertainties in their extrema.
We performed two tests on our photometry of each star to identify potential problems with our procedure. First, for each RRL we selected one comparison star and processed it with our variable star software, using the remaining N comp − 1 comparison stars to determine its time-series differential photometry. In all cases, like those shown in Figures 5 and 6 for comparison stars "C2" and "C" respectively, we obtained a flat run of magnitude with phase and a scatter comparable in size to the uncertainty estimates from our individual photometric measurements. For example, the rms scatter of the points for the comparison star C2 in Figure 5 was 0.018 mag, while the mean uncertainty was 0.020 mag for this SMARTS star; for the check star in Figure 6 the values were 0.008 and 0.005 mag, respectively (MDM); and for the better-sampled MDM star FN Lyr, the values were 0.007 and 0.005 mag. Furthermore, the median of our K s magnitude estimates for each check star were statistically consistent with the star's 2MASS K s mag measurement, as shown by the labeled arrows in Figures 5 and 6 .
The second consistency test was to plot the singleepoch K s magnitude of the RRL from 2MASS on each star's light curve, and visually check whether it fell between the K max and K min range of the fitted template. For almost all our RRL, this was the case (for example, see Figure 5 ). For three stars, the 2MASS magnitude was formally outside the template range, but by an amount consistent with the uncertainty in the 2MASS magnitude (see Figure 6 ). Only for the stars DM Cyg and SX For was the 2MASS magnitude significantly outside the template range (by 0.07 and 0.16 mag, respectively). We recommend independent photometry of these stars.
PHOTOMETRIC COMPARISONS
We have one star in common between the southern SMARTS and northern MDM data sets, YZ Cap. Unfortunately, this provides a poor comparison because the SMARTS data for this c-type RRL had a fairly large scatter around the best template (see Figure 8) , σ f it = 0.026 mag, and had only two comparison stars that were somewhat faint, leading to a large uncertainty in the intensity-mean magnitude, K s = 10.293 ± 0.033 mag. The MDM data had more comparison stars and a smaller overall uncertainty, yielding K s = 10.359 ± 0.012 mag. The difference of 0.066 ± 0.035 (1.9σ) hints that the SMARTS data may be systematically brighter than the MDM data, though the evidence is not compelling and there is little fundamental reason to think our differential photometry should suffer a systematic offset.
Compiled Photometry
In order to compare our photometry with existing work from the literature, we assembled the available data in Table 5 . The second column contains the intensity-mean magnitudes derived from the BW studies noted in Table 1 . Both Monson et al. (2017) and Hajdu et al. (2018) (see their Table 1 ) emphasized that most archival data were obtained using a mixture of photometric systems which may be less uniform than our K s data. In their Table 5 , Monson et al. (2017) provided intensity-mean values recalibrated to the 2MASS photometric system for twenty of the BW RRL in our study, including the star RR Lyrae itself. These data should be consistent with our K s photometry, and appear in the second column of Table 5 (2003), several of which appear as Eqns. 4-6 of Monson et al. (2017) , to transform the published intensity-mean magnitudes onto the K s system, as shown in Table 6 . In this table, the second column contains the intensity-mean K magnitude listed in the paper cited in column three, and the fourth column identifies the equation used in the transformation. The transformed values for these ten stars also appear in the second column of Table 5 (note that VY Ser was observed by two separate teams; we averaged the transformed results to achieve the value shown in Table 5 ). For all 30 BW stars we adopt photometric uncertainties of 0.009 mag following Monson et al. (2017) . For convenience, columns 3-4 of Table 5 repeat our K s and σ K values from Table 4 .
The stars in Table 1 with reference #2 have K F 98 values from Fernley et al. (1998) who calculated the simple mean of photometry taken at 2-4 epochs timed to provide a range of phases (Fernley, Skillen & Burki 1993) . These magnitudes are on the CTIO/CIT system, so we corrected them to the 2MASS system using Eqn. 4 of Monson et al. (2017) , which brought them 0.019 mag closer to our K s magnitudes. The remaining stars in Table 1 (with reference #3) were unpublished, so we have no knowledge of their nature, and so we applied no photometric correction; Fernley et al. (1998) reported their uncertainties to be 0.04 mag. We list these data in the column of Table 5 Feast et al. (2008) , Dambis (2009) phased each star's single-epoch photometry from 2MASS using an external ephemeris and fit a template at fixed phase and amplitude to obtain the intensity-mean magnitude. The estimated uncertainty in a typical fit was 0.03 mag, and most stars had uncertainties in their 2MASS photometry of ∼0.02 mag, giving a combined uncertainty of 0.03-0.04 mag in the mean magnitude of each star. However, ∼8% of these stars did not have reliable ephemerides, so Dambis did not phase and fit templates to these 2MASS data, and simply adopted the 2MASS magnitude at unknown phase. The K-band amplitude of a typical ab-type RRL is 0.3 mag, so one expects a small but significant subset of the photometry of Dambis (2009) to scatter broadly around the stars' true mean magnitudes. A dozen stars were added to this set of magnitudes by Dambis et al. (2013) , and an individual uncertainty value for each star was provided. The resulting apparent magnitudes were used for the analysis of the Gaia DR1 RRL parallaxes by Gaia Collaboration et al. (2017), and for the DR2 parallaxes by Muraveva et al. (2018) . The magnitudes and uncertainties are presented in Table 5 as K D13 and σ D13 respectively.
Photometric Differences
Of the 74 RRL we observed, 32 have K ′ F 98 values in Table 5 from the compilation of Fernley et al. (1998) , and six have K ′ BW values. These data are compared with our K s values in the top panel of Figure 9 . The six high quality BW stars have a mean difference K s − K ′ BW = −0.013 with a standard deviation of σ = 0.044 mag. If we ignore the star with the very large error bar (W Tuc, for which we had only one very faint comparison star, leading to the very scattered light curve seen in Figure 7) , we obtain a mean of -0.001 mag with σ = 0.036 mag. Most of this scatter can be attributed to the errors in our observations, and the mean suggests that the two sets of photometry are on a consistent system.
The stars observed by Fernley, Skillen & Burki (1993) (reference #2), after correction to K s , scatter more widely and have a substantial offset: K s − K ′ F 98 = −0.019 with σ = 0.054 mag. If the bright outlier with the large error bar (V675 Sgr) is omitted, these values become -0.013 and 0.048 mag, respectively. Part of this scatter can be attributed to errors in our observations. Subtracting in quadrature our mean σ K of 0.020 mag leaves 0.044 mag attributable to errors in the Fernley magnitudes, which we list as the magnitude uncertainty σ F 98 in Table 5 .
The stars with unpublished photometry reported in Fernley et al. (1998) Dambis et al. (2013) . giving no evidence of a systematic offset. Subtracting our errors in quadrature indicates that 0.048 mag of the scatter can be attributed to errors in the unpublished photometry, which we list in Table 5 as σ F 98 for these stars.
The lower panel of Figure 9 compares our magnitudes with the those of Dambis et al. (2013) . The mean difference is K s − K D13 = −0.017 with σ = 0.061 mag for the 74 stars in common, all of which had been phased and template-fit by Dambis (2009) . The four outliers (from left to right: V Ind, V675 Sgr, RV Cap, and BB Eri) have lower quality photometry from our SMARTS observations, but none is so different from the other SMARTS results as to create the offsets seen in Figure 9 , and so we hypothesize that the errors for these four stars are in the Dambis (2009) photometry. If these points are rejected, the mean and standard deviation become -0.022 and 0.046 mag, respectively.
To test the hypothesis that the outliers were caused by the Dambis photometry, we matched the Dambis data with the corrected photometry for all the stars with densely-populated light curves from BW analyses, K ′ BW . Again, all stars in the comparison were phased and fit by Dambis (2009) , and again there are clear outliers in the lower panel of Figure 9 (from left to right: AR Per, DX Del, and UU Vir). Each of these stars was observed as part of a different BW study, making it more likely that the discrepancies resulted from the Dambis photometry. After rejecting these three outliers, we found the remaining stars had K ′ BW − K D13 = −0.028 with σ = 0.030 mag. The scatter is in agreement with the size of the errors indicated by Dambis (2009) and Dambis et al. (2013) , while the mean is consistent with the offset we found between our observations and the Dambis data; it hints that the Dambis data may be systematically faint by ∼0.025 mag, though the cause of such an offset is not obvious.
We can also use the information in Figure 9 to check whether there is a systematic offset between our data taken at the SMARTS and MDM observatories. In the top panel, the observations from SMARTS tend to lie below those from MDM when compared with stars from Fernley, Skillen & Burki (1993) (reference 2) and with unpublished stars from Fernley et al. (1998) (reference 3), suggesting they may be systematically brighter. The offsets are K s − K ′ F 98 = −0.041 ± 0.016 mag and +0.001 ± 0.012 mag for the reference 2 data compared with data from SMARTS and MDM, respectively. They are −0.039 ± 0.031 and +0.023 ± 0.011 mag, respectively, for the reference 3 data. For the comparison shown in the bottom panel of Figure 9 , the offsets are K s − K D13 = −0.030 ± 0.007 and −0.013 ± 0.008 mag for the data from SMARTS and MDM, respectively. These all suggest that our SMARTS data are systematically brighter than our MDM data. The single but very significant exception is the comparison in the top panel between our data and the highest quality data, which were obtained from previous BW studies, for which K s − K ′ BW = −0.001 ± 0.016 mag for the SMARTS data (no MDM data were obtained of BW stars). The weighted mean of the three offsets using the MDM data is 0.000 ± 0.006 mag, indicating the MDM data are securely on the 2MASS system, while the weighted mean of the four offsets using the SMARTS data is −0.028 ± 0.006 mag, supporting the idea that these data are systematically too bright. In calculating each of these offsets, the outlier points discussed above have been removed. The choices of which stars to consider as outliers and which weighting scheme to utilize have small but meaningful effects on the size of the systematic photometric offset of the SMARTS data, which we estimate to be 0.02-0.03 mag. The origin of this offset is not known, and we recommend that independent photometric observations be acquired for some of our SMARTS stars to confirm and quantify the size of any offset.
We conclude that photometry which is based on small numbers of photometric observations -specifically, Dambis (2009) , the unpublished photometry reported in Fernley et al. (1998) , and to a lesser extent Fernley, Skillen & Burki (1993) -contains a small fraction of stars with random photometric errors of ∼0.1 mag which can not be identified a priori. This is true even of the Dambis et al. (2013) photometry that was phased with ephemerides from the literature and fit with a light curve template to obtain a star's intensity-mean magnitude; seven of the 104 stars (7%) in the comparisons above were outliers. This is in addition to the 32 of 403 stars (8%) in Dambis et al. (2013) which had no reliable ephemeris in the literature and were expected to have random offsets of ∼0.1 mag. We found the outlier rates in the Fernley et al. (1998) K-magnitudes to be 5% for stars with reference #2 and 18% for stars with reference #3.
Photometric Means
In an effort to ameliorate the effect of any zero-point offsets, to identify and reject outliers, and to bring as much independent information as possible to bear on determining each star's intensity-mean apparent magnitude, we developed the following scheme for combining the photometric data. First, we corrected any magnitudes from the literature to the 2MASS photometric system using the methods previously described, and compiled all the available magnitudes for each star as shown in Table 5 . We computed a weighted mean for each star using the following weights, w i , and tracked which sources were utilized using a code composed of four integers, c i . For the stars with densely-populated BW light curves, we adopt w 1 = 0.009 −2 mag (Monson et al. 2017) and set the first digit of the code to c 1 = 1 for the twenty stars from Table 5 of Monson et al. (2017) including RR Lyrae itself, and the code c 1 = 2 for the ten BW stars not in Monson et al. (2017) which we transformed to the 2MASS system ourselves (the prime symbol in Table 5 indicates the transformation).
For the stars with our K s values in Table 5 we adopt w 2 = σ −2 K and set the second digit c 2 to "1" if the star was observed with SMARTS or "2" if it was observed using MDM. Code c 2 = 3 indicates that both observatories were used to observe YZ Cap and we hereafter use the weighted mean of K s = 10.355 ± 0.011 mag for this star; while c 2 = 4 indicates the direct 2MASS observation of NSV 660. We also increased the K s value for each star observed with SMARTS by 0.028 mag to account for the offset estimated above.
The stars in the compilation of Fernley et al. (1998) , shown in Table 5 under the heading K ′ F 98 , are given w 3 = 0.044 −2 and c 3 = 2 in the third digit if it was from Fernley, Skillen & Burki (1993) (60 stars, reference #2 in Table 1 ), or w 3 = 0.048 −2 and c 3 = 3 if the data was unpublished (20 stars, reference #3). Finally, each of the stars in the compilation (except NSV 660) has a magnitude and uncertainty, σ D13 , from Dambis et al. (2013) , which we weight with w 4 = σ −2 D13 mag and identify with c 4 = 1 in the fourth digit. Any star for which data was not available will have a value of zero in the corresponding digit of the code. For example, a star having a code of "1021" indicates the star has photometry from a high density BW source, no observation from Table 4 , and had photometric values in Fernley, Skillen & Burki (1993) and Dambis et al. (2013) . The combined digits of this code for each star are listed in Table 5 under the column labeled "Code K ."
So that we could detect and reject outlier photometry for a given star, we retained only stars with two or more photometric values and computed the weighted mean and the difference of each magnitude from that mean. Data from any stars with differences more than ±0.1 mag from the weighted mean were inspected visually and if one source was clearly discrepant, it was rejected and identified with a "9" in the digit of the code corresponding to that photometric source (four stars). For seven stars with only two observations from lowerquality sources, it was difficult to distinguish outliers, and we retained the potentially discrepant photometry. Two other stars are noteworthy: V675 Sgr and RV Cap both had three measures of lower quality, and for both stars, our K s value was bracketed by discrepant values (|∆K| > 0.1 mag) from Fernley et al. (1998) and Dambis et al. (2013) ; since no outlier could be identified, we retained all three values when computing the weighted mean magnitude for each star. Of the 13 stars with photometric deviations larger than 0.1 mag, only RV Cap is known to exhibit the Blazhko effect, so in general these cyclic variations in amplitude can not be responsible for the outlier behavior seen in Figure 9 .
For each of the remaining 146 stars, the weighted mean magnitude¯ K and its error σK are shown in Table 5. In the column labeled "Flag" we identify stars whose data scatter more broadly than suggested by the weighted error; these stars are strong candidates for attention in future photometric programs. Overall, our weighting scheme places high weight on the BW and MDM photometry, while weighting SMARTS photometry and that from the other sources at similar, lower levels.
Reddening Means
We used an analogous scheme for weighting and identifying the contributions of the three interstellar reddening values listed in Table 1 . We used weights w i = σ −2 i , where σ 2 = 0.03 mag for the Blanco (1992) reddening E(B − V ) B92 , and σ 3 = 0.03 mag for the Fernley et al. (1998) reddening E(B − V ) F 98 , as discussed in Sec. 2. For the dust-based reddening estimate, we adopted the uncertainty estimate from Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998) of σ 1 = 0.16 E(B − V ) SD11 , but set a minimum value of 0.01 mag so it would not unduly dominate the weighting when the reddening was small. We did not include these reddenings in the weighted mean when E(B − V ) SD11 > 0.20 mag, because they are systematically overestimated as shown in Sec. 2, and flagged them with a 1 = 9 in the first digit of a three-integer identification code. Otherwise, a i = 1 indicates that a value was used in the weighted mean, while 0 indicates the value was not available. Using A K = 0.36 E(B − V ) from Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis (1989) , we converted the weighted mean reddening and its error into interstellar absorption, A K , and its error σ A , which we list in Table 5 for each star along with the integer code labeled "Code A ."
We note that Dambis et al. (2013) provided an independent set of extinction values, A V , in their compilation, obtained from an iterative solution to the 3D dust distribution model of Drimmel, Cabrera-Lavers, & López-Corredoira (2003) . We again used A K = 0.36 E(B − V ) along with A V = 3.1 E(B − V ) from Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis (1989) to convert these optical extinction values to infrared, and compare them with our own. For the 145 stars in common, the mean difference A K − A K (D13) = −0.0002 mag with a standard deviation σ = 0.007 mag, indicating outstanding agreement between our data sets. 
GAIA PARALLAXES AND THE RR LYRAE LUMINOSITY CALIBRATION
In Table 7 , we compile the data needed to perform period-luminosity-metallicity (PLZ) fits on our RRL sample. The column labeled m K,o contains the mean apparent magnitude¯ K from Table 5 after correction for interstellar absorption A K , and the column labeled σ K,o lists its uncertainty computed by adding the uncertainties from those values in quadrature. The metallicity [Fe/H] was taken from Table 1, using the value from Fernley et al. (1998) if one is available, and using the value from Layden (1994) if it was not. The weights σ [Fe/H] are as described in Sec. 2.1. The logarithm of the adopted period from Table 4 is presented as log P f , where any star with a pulsation type "c" has been fundametalized by adding 0.127 to the logarithm of its period.
We searched the Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) catalog Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b , 2018a ) using a search cone with 2-4 arcsec radius around the 2MASS coordinates listed in Table 1 . In every case we obtained only one match, and we checked this star's parallax, proper motion, and magnitude with values from the literature to ensure that we had correclty identified the RRL. Each star's unique Gaia identifier number is listed in Table 7 along with its parallax value ̟ and its uncertainty σ ̟ in units of milli-arcseconds (mas). The parallax for the star RR Lyrae is negative as its mean G magnitude was determined incorrectly in DR2 (Muraveva et al. 2018) , and so we do not use this star in our analysis. The DR2 catalog is known to contain spurious parallaxes which formally have small parallax uncertainties. Spurious parallaxes typically have a large astrometric 5 Accessed 2018 May 11 via the Vizier service at http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR. χ 2 and the Gaia team recommend that one calculates the Unit Weight Error (Lindegren et al. 2018 ) to find spurious astrometric solutions
where χ 2 = astrometric chi2 al and N = astrometric n good obs al are available in the DR2 catalog. Large values of UWE indicate a bad astrometric solution. Lindegren et al. (2018) further recommend that the RUWE, which depends on the color and magnitude is a better way to determine if an astrometric solution is spurious. However, since RRL have variable colors and magnitudes, it is not possible to calculate RUWE from the data provided in DR2, and so we elect to use the UWE to search for spurious parallaxes. The UWE was calculated for each of our stars, and two stars were found to have large UWE values > 2.5: VV Peg (UWE = 6.9) and AT And (UWE = 12.8). We do not use these stars in any further analysis, leaving our RRL sample with 143 stars.
The uncertainties in the DR2 parallaxes are known to be underestimated by ∼30% (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018c,b) for the brighter sources. Lindegren et al. (2018) have presented a tentative calibration of the true, external error in the Gaia DR2 parallaxes, σ ext = 1.08 2 σ 2 i + σ 2 s , where σ i is the internal parallax error reported for each star in DR2, and σ s = 0.021 mas for bright (G 13) stars and σ s = 0.043 mas for faint (G > 13) stars. We have applied this correction to the reported parallax uncertainties in all of our analysis, though we list the DR2 values as provided in Table 7 . Using these increased uncertainties, the median value of ̟/σ ̟ = 18.2 for stars which we use in our analysis, with only two stars having ̟/σ ̟ < 5.0, indicating the high quality of the parallaxes now available.
For each star in Table 7 we calculated the absolute magnitude (along with its uncertainty, σ MK ) in the Table 7 is plotted against the logarithm of the period for 143 RRL stars. The RRc stars had their periods fundamentalized by adding 0.127 to log P in the right panel. The RRab stars are divided into two metallicity groups as indicated in the legend, corresponding to the disk and halo kinematic populations (see Sec. 2.4); there are no metal-rich RRc stars in this sample. Three stars that are outliers from our PLZ fit (see Sec. 8.3) are marked in orange. A DR2 parallax zero-point error of −0.036 mas was assumed when determining MK s .
2MASS K s photometric system using
These values are listed in Table 7 and plotted against the logarithm of the stars' pulsation periods in Figure 10 for all 143 RRL with reliable DR2 parallaxes in our sample. We note that Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018c) strongly recommend against using the parallax to directly infer the distance (as in the above equation) when deriving astrophysical parameters. Given that our sample selection was not based upon DR2 data, and the generally high quality of the DR2 parallaxes in our sample, much of the reasoning presented by Gaia Collaboration et al.
(2018c) does not apply to our case. Figure 10 is informative, though we don't use it our subsequent analysis. The c-type RRL form a grouping on the left with shorter periods. A trend with log P is apparent for both RRab and RRc stars. We note that if the period of the RRc stars is "fundamentalized" by adding 0.127 to log P , then the RRc stars appear well mixed with the RRab stars. There is a clear tendency for the metalrich RRab stars to be fainter than the metal-poor RRab stars, indicating that a PLZ relation exists in the data.
PLZ Fitting Procedure
To explore the PLZ relation for RRLyr stars in the K s band we use the astrometric based luminosity (ABL) prescription of Arenou & Luri (1999) . The ABL approach avoids biases caused by converting to magnitudes, allows the use of low-quality parallax measurements (including NSV 660) and has been shown to yield similar results to a Baysian analysis when examining PL and PLZ relations (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b ). Because we use the data for all the stars in our sample and do not truncate the sample at an "observed" relative error, ̟/σ ̟ , we do not introduce a systematic error in absolute magnitude of the type discussed by Lutz & Kelker (1973) , a point made by Arenou & Luri (1999) along with some other noteworthy interpretations. Arenou & Luri (1999) defined the ABL to be
where M K is the K s absolute magnitude, ̟ is the parallax in mas and m K,o is the extinction corrected apparent magnitude. The PLZ relation may be written as
where one determines the coefficients β from a fit to the data. The addition of 0.28 to log P and 1.3 to [Fe/H] minimizes the uncertainty in the zero-point found by the fit, as the average value of log P = −0.27 and the average [Fe/H] = −1.3 in this dataset. In the ABL approach, the following equation is used to determine the PLZ relation
In analyzing the global luminosity properties of DR2 stars, one must take into account that there exists a global zero-point parallax error in DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a,b,c) . An analysis of quasars indicates the zero-point error is −0.029 mas for fainter objects (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a) , and there are indications from the quasar sample that the zero-point error increases (∼0.05 mas) at brighter magnitudes (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a ). All of the quasars are fainter than our RR Lyr dataset. External comparisons to relatively bright stars with VLBI or HST FGS parallaxes indicate a zero-point error of −0.07 ± 0.03 mas and 0.01 ± 0.02 mas respectively (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b ). These comparisons, along with other analysis led the Gaia collaboration to conclude that the global zero-point is less than 0.1 mas. This has been verified by Stassun & Torres (2018) , who compare Gaia DR2 distances to distances determined to relatively bright eclipsing binaries and find a DR2 zero-point error of −0.08 ± 0.03 mas. The parallax zeropoint error varies spatially (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a,b) , but since our RR Lyr stars are randomly distributed across the sky, it is only the global zero-point error which is of importance to our PLZ analysis. Allowing for a global zero-point error requires the use of an implicit fitting function,
where β 4 = π zp is determined as part of the fitting process.
In performing fits to data, one weights the fit by the uncertainty in the data. Many of the stars in our dataset have very well determined parallaxes and mean magnitudes, with very small formal uncertainties. However, the recent paper by Braga et al. (2018) which presents JHK photometry of RRL in ω Centauri suggests that there is an intrinsic dispersion in the PLZ relation. Braga et al. (2018) fit the PLZ relation for a large number of stars spanning −2.3 < [Fe/H] < −1.3. Depending on which metallicities are employed (Rey et al. 2000; Sollima et al. 2006; Braga et al. 2016) , standard deviations of the RRL around the best-fit PLZ relations are 0.045, 0.029, and 0.039 mag, respectively for their "global" solutions where RRab and fundamentalized RRc are in the same fit. The residual magnitude distributions in their Figures 19, 20 and 21 appear to be roughly Gaussian. These standard deviations are larger than the photometric uncertainties in their data as the the median of their K s uncertainties is 0.008 mag for 198 RRL in their Table 2 . Taking this at face value and subtracting it in quadrature from the above standard deviations gives an estimate of the intrinsic dispersion in M K in the PLZ relation of approximately 0.03 to 0.04 mag. To take into account the intrinsic dispersion in the PLZ relation, when performing the fits, the uncertainty in the K s magnitude is found by adding the photometric uncertainty in quadrature with an intrinsic dispersion of σ MK , intrinsic = 0.04 mag.
Monte Carlo Tests
The implicit nonlinear weighted orthogonal distance fitting was performed using ODRPACK95 (Zwolak et al. 2007) , which is an updated version of ODRPACK (Boggs et al. 1989 ). This fitting routine takes into account the uncertainties in the photometry, extinction corrections, parallaxes, [Fe/H] values and periods. To test the reliability of the fitting procedure and the reported uncertainties, we conducted a Monte Carlo simulation with synthetic data. In this simulation, we randomly created data sets (with N = 143 stars) whose distribution in apparent K s magnitude, period and [Fe/H], along with their associated uncertainties, were all drawn randomly from the observed distributions. A PLZ relation (including an intrinsic M K dispersion of 0.04 mag) was specified and used to determine a 'true' parallax for the star. This true parallax was then used to create a simulated parallax by randomly selecting a value from a Gaussian distribution whose mean is the 'true' parallax, and whose standard deviation was drawn randomly from the distribution of standard deviations in the actual data. A specified zero-point error was then added to each simulated parallax. This results in a simulated dataset whose properties resemble the actual dataset. The simulation was performed 1000 times for a number of different choices of the PLZ relation and parallax zero-point error. The simulated data was then used by our fitting program to calculate the PLZ relation.
These initial tests indicated that ODRPACK95 was reliably determining the zero-points in our fitting function (β 1 and β 4 in equation 7), but did not determine the slopes (β 2 and β 3 in equation 7) reliably. As a result, we adopted a two-step procedure for our fits. After performing the implicit fit with ODRPACK95 and determining the DR2 global parallax offset, we then performed an explicit nonlinear fit (equation 6) using gnuplot 6 . The Monte Carlo tests indicate that this twostep fitting procedure does an excellent job of recovering the input PLZ relation and the parallax zero-point, including estimating the uncertainties in the coefficients. The latter point is demonstrated by the fact that the standard deviation of the Monte Carlo results (σ MC ) is very similar to the average (over all the Monte Carlo simulations) of the errors reported by the fitting procedure ( MC Err ). The results of our Monte Carlo tests for our two-step fitting procedure are summarized in Table 8. The first two Monte Carlo tests shown in Table 8 use identical input parameters, and the differences in the output reflect the statistical uncertainty in our Monte Carlo.
In performing the nonlinear fitting with the actual data, the goodness of fit was determined by an analysis of the normalized fit residuals (R i ≡ f i /σ fi , where i represents the i th star in the observed dataset), as χ 2 analysis is not appropriate for a nonlinear fit (Andrae et al. 2010 ). The fit residuals should follow a Gaussian distribution, with a mean µ = 0 and variance σ 2 = 1. Since our fitting function is a fairly complicated nonlinear function, uncertainty in its value for a given star was determined through a Monte Carlo simulation, where specific values for each of the variables (β 1 ; β 2 ; β 3 ; β 4 ; log P ; [Fe/H]; m K,o , ̟) was randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution whose mean and standard deviation are given by their tabulated values for the observed values or returned by the two-step 6 http://www.gnuplot.info; see http://www.gnuplot.info/docs 5.0/gnuplot.pdf for a discussion of the nonlinear fit routine fitting procedure for the fitted parameters. This was repeated 1000 times for each star, and the resulting distribution of f i was used to determine the uncertainty, σ fi . Fernley et al. (1998) and Layden (1994) were adopted without correction, and a uniform uncertainty of ±0.20 dex was assumed for each [Fe/H] value.
F1:
No correction was applied to the Fernley et al. (1998) and Layden (1994) (1998) scale, and the weights were adopted from Table 7 .
Results of fitting the PLZ relation to the different datasets are given in Table 9 . The last column in the table gives the variance of the residuals from the fit, which would be 1.0 for a good fit. There are three outlier with residuals ≥ 3 σ in the fit: RR Gem, an RRab star with [Fe/H = −0.29, log P = −0.40, R = 3.6; TT Lyn, an RRab star with [Fe/H = −1.56, log P = −0.22, R = 3.4; and RU Psc, an RRc star with [Fe/H = −1.75, log P = −0.41, R = 3.0. There is no indication from the photometry or the DR2 astrometric χ 2 that the parallaxes of these three stars are in error. However, since in a sample of 143 stars, one does not expect any ≥ 3 σ outliers, we also performed the fit with these three stars removed. The goodness of fit is improved when these three stars are removed. Removing the outliers does not lead to a significant change in the slopes of the fitted PLZ relation, and has a modest (0.02 mag) effect on the zero-point.
Regardless of exactly how we determine the [Fe/H] values of the stars, the fits are all quite similar, and agree with each other within their uncertainties. Given our preference for the F1 metallicity scale, we determine the following PLZ relation M Ks = (−2.8 ± 0.2)(log P + 0.27) The quality of the fit may be visually assessed using a quantile-quantile plot (see Figure 11 ) to examine the normalized residuals. It has been shown that the quantile-quantile plot is superior to many other techniques (e.g. Anderson-Darling, Shapiro-Wilk or Cramér-von Mises tests) in determining if a distribution is Gaussian (Loy et al. 2016 ). In the quantile-quantile plot, the quantiles of the observed distribution are plotted as a function of the quantiles of the theoretical distribution.
The slope of the quantile-quantile plot is the standard deviation of the observed distribution, and the intercept is the mean of the observed distribution. Figure 11 shows the residuals of the F1 fit which does not include the three outliers (RR Gem, TT Lyn and RU Psc). The standard deviation of the residuals (slope in Fig. 11 ) is a bit larger than one, which suggests that there is some additional dispersion in the data which has not been captured by the fit. Figure 12 plots projections of the PLZ relation and residuals in the log P -M Ks and [Fe/H]-M Ks planes. The three outliers are shown in orange, and were not included in the fit. There are no obvious residual trends.
Our PLZ relation in K s may be compared to other determinations in the literature. Using data for 396 field RRL with DR2 parallaxes along with the single-epoch K s apparent magnitudes and reddening values from Dambis et al. (2013) , Muraveva et al. (2018) found Muraveva et al. (2018) are all larger than our uncertainties, except for the uncertainty in π zp , which is slightly better constrained in their analysis. Muraveva et al. (2018) performed a Bayesian analysis, and it is unclear if the differences between our results and Muraveva et al. (2018) are due to the different datasets employed, or the different analysis techniques. Our approach of "centering" the period and metallicity distributions by applying shifts of 0.27 and 1.3 respectively, minimizes the formal uncertainty in the fitted zero point, β 1 . It is worth noting that our set of RRL is a subset, comprising most of the brighter, best-measured stars in the samples of Muraveva et al. (2018) and Dambis et al. (2013) , but using different apparent magnitudes, reddenings, and [Fe/H] values. , and the lower panel shows the absolute magnitude residuals.
Our [Fe/H] slope agrees with that found by Braga et al. (2018) , who determined slopes ranging from 0.062 to 0.152 depending on which set of [Fe/H] estimates they used in their fits. Braga et al. (2018) found a period slope of −2.3 ± 0.1, which is 2.2 σ shallower than our slope. Our period slope is in agreement with Muraveva et al. (2015) , who analyzed 70 RRL in the LMC and found a period slope of −2.73 ± 0.25, while their [Fe/H] slope of 0.03 ± 0.07 is 1.2 σ shallower than our [Fe/H] slope. From theoretical models, Marconi et al. (2015) predict M K = −2.25 log P + 0.18[F e/H] − 0.82 while Catelan et al. (2004) predict M K = −2.35 log P + 0.175 log Z − 0.60. In both cases, our period slope is steeper and our [Fe/H] slope is shallower than the theoretical predications. The differences are ∼ 2σ for the period slope and ∼ 3σ for the [Fe/H] slope. It will be interesting to see if the slopes we find with the DR2 dataset are confirmed using the forthcoming Gaia data releases; if they are confirmed, this would indicate a possible problem with the theoretical models.
We explored subdividing our sample at [Fe/H] ≈ −0.90 dex into disk and halo groups (see Sec. 2.4) to test whether these kinematically distinct populationswhich likely have different ages and chemical evolution histories -have distinct luminosities. However, the number of disk stars in our current sample was too small to obtain an acceptable fit. Similar attempts to subdivide the halo sample into groups based on their periodshift behaviors, following the methods of Lee & Carney (1999) , were also compromised by the small number of stars available which led to poor fits with large uncertainties and non-Gaussian residuals. We were thus unable to test whether these field RRL, analogous to the Oosterhoff I and II groups found in Galactic globular clusters, have distinct luminosities. As the Gaia mission continues and high-quality parallaxes become available for larger samples of stars, it will be interesting to see how the PLZ results for the disk, Oosterhoff I and Oosterhoff II samples develop.
SUMMARY
We obtained over one thousand photometric measurements in the K s bandpass for 74 field RRL spread across the sky. Our data are calibrated directly to the 2MASS photometric system using on-image comparison stars. The RRL were selected to be relatively bright, with low interstellar reddenings, and to span a wide range of metallicity. We favored stars with poor or no multiepoch K-band photometry in the literature, and tended to avoid stars known to exhibit the Blazhko effect.
We fit the phased observations for each star with a set of templates to obtain the star's intensity-mean magnitude in K s . We checked the phase shift produced by the fit by comparing with the phasing of (near) contemporaneous optical photometry. In cases where there were too few observations to constrain the fit (eight of our 74 RRL stars), we used optical photometry to determine the phase and amplitude of the appropriate template and fitted to find the intensitymean magnitude. We provide a careful analysis of the resulting photometric uncertainties; the typical uncertainty in the intensity-mean magnitude is 0.029 mag for stars observed with SMARTS, and 0.013 mag for stars observed from MDM.
We compared our data with multi-epoch photometry in the literature after correcting it to the K s system. We found excellent agreement between our data and the high quality light curves obtained for Baade-Wesselink analyses, and generally good agreement, though with larger scatter, was found with the more sparse light curves of Fernley et al. (1998) and the phased, single-epoch photometry of Dambis et al. (2013) . There is some evidence that our photometry taken with SMARTS is systematically too bright by 0.02-0.03 mag, while that of Dambis et al. (2013) may be too faint by a similar amount; we encourage independent confirmation of this. We found that ∼10% of the stars from sources utilizing few observations (Fernley et al. 1998; Dambis et al. 2013 ) are outliers by ∼0.1 mag, perhaps because the ephemerides used to phase these stars' photometry were outdated. An additional 8% of the RRL in Dambis et al. (2013) , generally ones fainter than those in our sample, are expected to suffer larger scatter because optical ephemerides were not available to allow their single-epoch 2MASS photometry to be phased and fit with a template. Together, these outliers may be a fundamental source of error in forthcoming studies of M K (RR) relations which use new data released by Gaia. We combined our photometry with these other sources using outlier rejection to provide a catalog of 146 RRL with reliable K s photometry.
We obtained estimates of the interstellar reddening toward each RRL from up to three independent sources and combined them to obtain a value for the interstellar extinction of each star. These are in excellent agreement with the independent values of Dambis et al. (2013) .
We used the Gaia DR2 parallaxes for these stars to calculate their absolute magnitudes, and analyzed them using the astrometric based luminosity prescription of Arenou & Luri (1999) , our implementation of which determines the global zero-point parallax error in DR2 for our sample. We obtained a RRL PLZ relationship (see Equation 9 ) by including an intrinsic dispersion in M Ks of 0.04 mag which we estimated from the RRL in ω Centauri. We estimated the uncertainties in the PLZ coefficients using Monte Carlo simulations, and the results were in good agreement with the uncertainties reported by our implicit non-linear fitting routines, giving us confidence that the reported uncertainties in our PLZ relationship are realistic. Our PLZ relation is in reasonable agreement with other PLZ relations in the literature that used DR2 parallaxes, as well as other approaches to determining the PLZ relation. We identified three stars that were outliers from this fit: if they remain outliers when analyzed using parallaxes from future Gaia data releases, then their photometry, [Fe/H] and reddening estimates should be reexamined.
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APPENDIX
In this Appendix, we provide additional discussion on the photometry and light curves of selected individual stars. AA Aqr: Only three observations were obtained so the light curve fit was poorly constrained. We determined a phase-shift from the maximum light of I-band observations obtained from BGSU less than one year before the MDM observations, and utilized template "ab2" with ∆K = 0.32 mag as determined from Eqn. 7 of Jones et al. (1996) , based on the observed amplitude ∆V = 1.14 mag from Munari, Henden & Frigo (2014) and Eqn. 11 of Jones et al. (1996) . The resulting light curve fit appears reasonable (see Figure 6) , with σ f it = 0.033 mag, though the 2MASS magnitude for AA Aqr is 0.01 mag fainter than the faintest magnitude of our fitted template, suggesting that a larger amplitude is possible.
BV Aqr: Both the original and VSX periods resulted in phased I-band light curves with more scatter than expected, so we used the I-band data to perform a period search, obtaining 0.36388 days. This produced better light curves in both I and K s , though the latter still has significant scatter because a single, relatively faint comparison star was used to calibrate this variable.
